
FRA-2001
COMPUTER-DRIVEN 
CODE MACHINE

FULLY AUTOMATIC CODE CUTTING
The FRA-2001 is packed with features you’ll use daily. More than 
just a computerized code machine, here is just a sampling of the 
machine’s capabilities.

THE MACHINE
The FRA-2001 machine is completely controlled through a serial 
cable by our Genericode software. The machine has no keypad 
or identification numbers to be confused by when trying to cut a 
key. Once information is sent, the machine can cut a six-pin key in 
about 15 seconds. Ball screws and sealed ball bearings are used for 
smooth motion on both axes. A reversible vise is included with the 
machine, complete with shoulder and tip stops. The FRA-2001 does 
not have the capability to make angled cuts for Medeco keys.
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THE SOFTWARE - LOOKUP & CUT A KEY 
BY MANUFACTURER
In the Manufacturer’s section, the Genericode software 
allows you to cut a key when the bitting is known. You can 
search alphabetically by manufacturer’s name, series or key 
blank number. Enter your own information for new series, 
or make a customized chart. All database information is 
completely editable. Once you have chosen the chart you 
wish to cut a key for, simply enter the cut numbers and 
click the “Cut Key” button. If you simply want to generate a 
random key bitting for rekeying purposes, click the random 
icon and a bitting will be generated. The software enables 
you to plunge cut or laser (profile) cut the key. An image of 
the key to be generated can be viewed with the click of a 
mouse.

LOOKUP & CUT A KEY BY CODE
The Codes section allows you to look up almost any 
domestic or imported code you’ll run into. You can also 
search the database by key blank or partial cuts. The 
program will also show a progression chart for any partial 
code you enter. Once the code or progression is determined, 
use the machine to originate your key.

MACHINE HISTORY - LOOKUP KEYS CUT 
ON THE MACHINE PREVIOUSLY
The software includes a History database, where you can 
enter your customers’ name and other pertinent data to link 
with a key you have cut on the machine. Easy retrieval in 
the future is a snap - simply click the mouse and your key is 
ready to be originated!

APPLICATION SETUP SECTION
All movements of the FRA-2001 Code Machine are 
completely controllable by the user. If the machine ever 
needs adjustment, depth and spacing are adjusted from the 
Machine Section. Feed rate and other machine functions are 
also adjusted from this section.


